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We were treated to some fantastic action at 
the Girls’ playoff, semis and finals of the 
Indoor Hockey League on Monday afternoon 
and evening.  Our Grade 7 Girls played their 
playoff match for 5th & 6th position against 
Lochnerhof.  Somerset House was on a 
mission and took early control of the game and gave Lochies little chance of coming back.  We won 
the match 3-0, congratulations to the team and to Isabella Herbertson who scored all 3 goals.   
 

GRADE 6 GIRLS – INDOOR HOCKEY CHAMPIONS! 



Our Grade 6 team played in a semi-final match against a strong De Hoop team. Although we had a 
slow start to the game, our intensity picked up as we realised the importance of this match.  De Hoop 
scored first and Mikyla Jordaan replied with a super goal.  Scores were level at 1-1, we then went to 
sudden death, but scores remained level.  The next step was shootouts, where 3 strikers attempt to 
score from the half way line, 1 at a time, within 6 seconds.  Cassidy Scrace and Mikyla Jordaan 
managed to both score with Taylin Hilliard-Lomas making great saves to ensure that our third striker, 
Alison Cruickshank, was not needed as we won the shootout 2-0. 
 
There was much excitement as our team had made it through to the Gr 6 final.  We faced a motivated 
Lochnerhof team, but our girls were focused and ready for the task.  It was a real ding-dong battle with 
both teams setting up attacking opportunities, but both teams’ defensive players were up to the task 
and the full time score ended level.  We then went to extra time and showdowns again.  Fortunately 
our team had experienced this scenario earlier in the afternoon and were ready for the battle.  Cassidy 
Scrace, Mikyla Jordaan and Alison Cruickshank were tasked with the role of taking the showdowns.  In 
their cool and calm manner, they carried out the role superbly with Taylin Hilliard-Lomas standing 
strong in goals.  The experience gained earlier in the afternoon paid off and there was great excitement 
as our team won the challenge, the final and with that were crowned the Grade 6 Champions of the 
League.  Congratulations to the entire team:  Taylin Hilliard-Lomas, Hannah Ridgway, Katelyn Siljeur, 
Adrian Johnson, Alison Cruickshank, Cassidy Scrace, Nia O’Carroll & Mikyla Jordaan.  We are very 
proud of all of you! 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Monday 21st February saw the conclusion to a brief, but exciting indoor hockey season for the Grade 
6 and 7 boys. Both teams after the initial round-robin stages qualified for the semi- finals. The Grade 6 
team played Beaumont in their semi-final, losing 4 – 0. It was a game of two halves. We conceded 
early in the first half and let through a rapid succession of goals. The second half was much tighter and 
structured with the boys not allowing Beaumont to score again. The Grade 7 boys played against De 
Hoop in their semi-final. Although it was a tough match, the boys played with heart and determination. 
They unfortunately lost 4 – 0. The Grade 6 team were then up against Somerset College in the 3rd & 
4th playoff. It was a much closer game and we scored first. Sadly, two goals in quick succession by 
College saw the boys lose 2 – 1. The Grade 7 team stuck to the game plan, with moments of 
exhilarating hockey and scored in the first half. Beaumont, our opponents in the 3rd & 4th playoff, scored 
late in the second half to tie the game at 1 -1. This lead to showdowns. The boys were anxious and the 
pressure was palpable. We went down 2 – 1 in the showdowns. Mr Baines and I were very proud of 
the boys and the way they have grown as players and teams over the past 4 weeks. The standard of 
hockey was impressive and we are definitely better off for the experience. 

BOYS INDOOR HOCKEY 



 
This week the Grade Rs explored the Continent of 
Africa, with a focus on famous landmarks. We delved 
into the amazing pyramids of Ancient Egypt and the 
highlight was undoubtedly building pyramids using jelly 
tots. This proved to be a valuable Numeracy lesson as 
the children carefully counted out 8 toothpicks and 5 
jelly tots. Starting with a square base and building up 4 
triangles for the sides, resulting in a 3D square prism. 
Some children quickly devised a plan to construct their 
pyramid, whilst others found it quite challenging. The 
children were encouraged to construct a pyramid using 
a variety of materials and they enjoyed the hands on 
and practical experimentation thereof. It was 
fascinating to observe the varied ideas, problem solving 
techniques and how many were prepared to persevere, 
despite facing frustrations. The children learnt some 
invaluable skills about working in a team, such as 
compromising, considering others suggestions and fair 

participation.  Our Artwork this week included a sandy desert and origami pyramids. They made Victoria 
Falls using pippets and enjoyed watching the paint pour down their page. 
 

     
 

      
 

     
 

    

LANDMARKS IN AFRICA 



  
The Grade 5s celebrated TWOSDAY with some fun 
problem-solving activities all linked to the number 2. 
The class were asked to get into groups of 2, were 
handed TWO – TWOSIDED problem sheets which they 
had to solve in under 22 minutes.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

   
 

  
 

  

TWOSDAY IN GRADE 5 



 
On Tuesday 22/02/2022 the Grade 7s were given Maths tasks which were focused around the theme 
Twosday. The children paired up and found a comfortable space in front of Cloetenberg where they 
tackled the tricky tasks. 
 

 
 

   
 

 

TWOSDAY IN GRADE 7 



 
The Grade 4s had the most amazing time 
celebrating the power of the number 2. We 
were challenged to a ‘Twosday Bingo’ where t 
we were tasked with lots of activities based on 
the number 2. We also filled in a large cutout 
with all the things we could think of that come 
in twos; eyes, ears, feet, gloves, shoes, 
earrings, twins, socks.  We also listed  pairs 
that go well together like ; fish and chips, ice-
cream and cones, Mrs Tucker and Durky 
sauce (which we even got to taste), peanut 
butter and jam, milk and cookies. Over all, we 
would say that we almost had too much fun! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   
 

   

TWOSDAY IN GRADE 22 



 
The staff embraced Twosday in two-twos (tutus). What a fun day! 
 

  
 

 

TWOSDAY  



 
Congratulations to the following pupils who 
performed in the JP Online Assembly this 
week:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

William Graham 
in Grade 3B 
performed 
‘Boogie’ 

Stefan Smit 
in Grade 3J 
performed 
‘Elephant 

Ride’. 

Zachariah Brown in 
Grade 3B performed 

‘Grumpy Troll’. 

Daniel Beck in 
Grade 2W 

performed ‘Old 
MacDonald’. 

Robert Terheijden 
in Grade 3J 

performed 'Yankee 
Doodle'. 

 

 
We present the members of the Junior Prep Choir of 2022! 
 

 
 

Zachariah Brown 
Jewel Buys 

Kristen Gordon 
William Graham 

Giorgia Macintyre 
Ethan Mehtar 

Christian Steyn 
Matthew Angus 
Athina Dirkse 
Hannah Sloan 

Cassidy Steenkamp 
Emily van Schalkwyk 

Eva Capri 
Blake van Aswegen 

Daniel Beck 
Mbali Dabula 

Bella Hare-Bowers 
Gabriella Jones 

Lexi Joubert-Winn 
Charlie-Joy Smuts 

Dava Symes 
Chloe Thomas 
Marcus Vonbun 

Hugh Welby-Cooke 
Olivia Bind 

Jenna Parker 
Malachi Davies 
Madison Gilbey 
Alera Jansen 
Jackson Kock 

Eireann Kruger 
Ewan Laurie 

Thendokhae Makumbane 

Layla October 
Elri Strauss 

Bethany Williams 
Violet Brown 

Frankie Roberts-Meyer 
Tatum Wessels 

Isabelle Ferguson

Karoline Hjelden in 
Grade 1Haw played 

'The Old Clock'. 

Len Lorenz in Grade 2W 
played 'Come see the 

Parade'. 

PERFORMANCES! 

JUNIOR CHOIR 



 
The Grade 4s have been planning and preparing for their "All About Me" orals. They planned their 
paragraphs in class and wrote out key cards and then enjoyed practising in the garden together. We 
are looking forward to the final formal presentations on 1 March. 
 

   
 

 
Today the Grade 7 EMS class had the privilege of meeting Mr Carl Fischer, Marketing and Corporate 
Affairs Executive of Capitec Bank. His informative session provided much insight into the history of 
banking in South Africa, services provided by banks, the advancement of technology in banking and 
the risks that consumers and banks are exposed to. We are so grateful for this invaluable resource and 
observed how inspired our future bankers were! Thank you Mr Carl Fischer. 
 

  
 

 
This week in SP art club we practiced our tracing skills and used geometric shaped animals to guide 
us. The pupils had great excitement to be able to stand by the board and trace their images. They then 
outlined their pictures in pen and completed their work by adding colour, shading and textures. 
 

    

ALL ABOUT ME ORALS 

GRADE 7 EMS 

SENIOR PREP EXTRA-MURAL ART 



 
The Grade 3s were taught about adding value and texture into their drawings by using the skills they 
have learnt this term such as stippling and cross hatching. They were encouraged to notice where the 
light fell on their subject matter and shown how to represent that into their work, using the skills we 
learnt last week while doing our sketches around the school. They were then allowed to choose a 
picture of different animals from around South Africa to use as a reference and encouraged to use the 
entire space of their page. They then used black pen and began to create their art works. These art 
works are lovely and I look forward to seeing the finished product! 
 

 
 

     
 

 
Whilst we continue to receive generous donations from various organisations for the Sustainable 
Garden; last week we were given yellow sticky cards from Insect Science. The idea behind the yellow 
sticky cards is that the colour yellow attracts bugs as they associate yellow with weakness in plants. 
The pests and bugs then stick to the cards and help control damage to vegetables in a sustainable 
organic manner. 
 

  

ART SKILLS IN GRADE 3 

INSECT SCIENCE 



 
The Grade 6s completed 
their still life drawings of 
plants, and we have been 
amazed by their completed 
art works. They really took in 
the techniques they were 
taught and were driven to 
use them in their work. Their 
hard work and determination 
shines through in these 
beautiful pieces! 
Congratulations Grade 6’s 
you should be very proud of 
yourselves! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

   

STILL LIFE DRAWINGS 



 
The Music Department contributed to Twosday (2-2-22) by performing 
teacher-student duets. It was so lovely to hear beautiful piano music 
fill the morning air. Well done to our performers and to Mrs Fourie for 
all the work she put into her students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
 

 
 

Eireann Kruger wore her Brownies uniform to 
school this week to commemorate World 
Scout Day. She explained her uniform to the 
class, what she loves about being part of 
Brownies and how she has to earn badges 
for doing certain tasks! Her show and tell was 
inspiring! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

TUESDAY MORNING LIVE 

WORLD SCOUT DAY 



 
In Drama the children have played a 
series of games to make them feel 
confident speaking into a microphone, 
acting out stories and each taking a turn 
in the spot light. These games are all 
growing their confidence in a very subtle 
way and essential skills for life. 
 
 
 
 

 

    
 

    
 

    
 

   
 

   

DRAMA 



 
The Grade 1s completed their pastel and ink work this week. 
We studied birds as our subject matter. We discussed 
shapes, patterns and colours of the different birds. They 
were then allowed to work in pastel and create beautiful 
bright and colourful birds. They were encouraged to use 
patterns and create a background that we would find birds 
in. They then used ink to paint over their pictures to create 
contrast. This was a messy and fun lesson lots of smiles 
were present and they really enjoyed themselves! 

 

      
 

 
 

 
Oliver Lowe loves working with wood and he spent some time this week in the garden fixing wooden 
poles to the vegetable beds, which will help to protect the plants. Oliver brought in his own tools are 
we are grateful for his contribution. 
 

  

PASTEL AND INK ART 

HANDYMAN OLIVER! 



 
The Grade 4s were taught about adding texture into their drawings by using the skills they have learnt 
this term, such as stippling and cross hatching. We studied and discussed penguins as our subject 
matter. They were then allowed to choose a picture to use as a reference and encouraged to use the 
entire space of their page. They then used black pen and began to create their art works. I am very 
happy with the results so far and it is lovely to see them use the skills taught to complete the task 
diligently. 
 

    
 

 
The Grade 7s continued to work on their pen circle drawings. They have been encouraged to push 
themselves and really add textured detail into their work. More visual diary entries were completed this 
week and the results are outstanding. Well done Grade 7s.  
 

   
 

  

TEXTURE, STIPPLING AND CROSS HATCHING IN ART 

PEN CIRCLES IN ART 



 
The Grade 1s started the year learning about contrasts. Here they are exploring contrasts through 
listening to extracts from The Carnival of the Animals from Camille Saint-Saens. They roared like lions 
(loud), counted cuckoo calls (soft), ran like wild donkeys (fast) and walked like tortoises (slow). 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

GRADE 1 CLASS MUSIC 



 
This week the Grade 00s explored different types of 
homes. The children have also shared what their 
home looks like and how their homes are organised 
i.e., living room, kitchen, bedrooms. It was wonderful 
to listen to the children making connections with the 
homes we inquired into and their own homes. This 
learning opportunity has also allowed the children to 
immerse themselves in our dramatic role-play area, 
the ‘Home Corner’. Children at this age learn best 
through play and during their time in the role play area 
they can take turns acting out various family member 
roles within the home. This has consolidated our 
knowledge about families and what makes a family. It 
has been endearing to see how the children 
communicate with each other and solve ‘problems’ 
within these various roles, gaining a better 
understanding about why families are so important.  

  
The mice classes have linked their theme to Literacy through the story of, ‘The Three Little Pigs’. The 
children discussed the different house structures and materials used for building within the story… and 
of course which materials are strong enough to withstand the wolfs mighty huff and puff.  The children 
impressed their teachers with their great reasoning and understanding of why certain materials are 
better than others. They also sequenced the story together as a group and individually, cutting out and 
pasting pictures from the story in the correct order. They then put on their artist hats and produced the 
cutest pink pigs which they drew using a group guided method. This method encourages our children 
to listen carefully to instructions and plan how to fully use the space on their paper. We then created a 
background for our pink pigs, using oil pastels and ink! 
 

     
 

      
 

     

HOMES 



 
In Week 2, each pupil was gifted some bean babies to look after for 4 
weeks. Some beans were young and fresh sugar beans, others were 6 
year old beans that Mrs Tucker brought with her all the way from 
eSwatini. Weekly observations were made and the growth of the beans 
recorded. Sadly, however, many of the young bean plants were fried by 
the hot days we’ve had recently, but others were lucky to make it to the 
finish line. All the best specimens were brought to school and 
measured. Jayde Botha’s magic bean stalk seemed to have one final 
growth spurt that declared her the winner of the tallest bean plant, which 

measured 66cm high. We were VERY impressed with how well the Grade 4s looked after their little 
plants and are set on continuing to watch them grow even further. Well done, Grade 4s! 
 

   
 

 

GRADE 4 BEAN BABIES 



 
 
Senior Cricket: This week saw the start of our Senior Cricket Matches. The boys and girls have been 
practicing hard and showed great spirit and determination. The season is looking very positive. The 
results are as follows: 

 

Team Opposition Result Player of the Match 

U11 C Lochnerhof Lost   

U11 B Lochnerhof Lost by 4 wickets Noah Ngonelo 4-16 (4 overs), Nicolas Coolen 6 

U11 A Beaumont Lost by 53 runs Callum Bloem 13, Chris Havinga 17 (3 overs) 

2nd  XI Lochnerhof Lost by 133 runs Aiden Burger 

1st XI Beaumont Lost by 70 runs Jack van Breda 2-16 (5 overs) 

 
Mini – Cricket 

Team Opposition Result Player of the Match 

Boys U8 Somerset College Lost by 35 runs Reese Olivier, Rio-Kelly Trent 

Boys U8 Somerset College Lost  by 19 runs Theo Erasmus, Adam Crampton - Gordon 

Boys U9 Somerset College Won by 13 runs Harry Ryder, Robert Terheijden 

Boys U9 Somerset College Won by 15 runs William Graham, Brayden Kinkead-Weekes 

Girls U8 Somerset College Lost  

Girls U9 Somerset College Lost by 14 runs Hannah Sloan, Emma Gielink 

 

 
 
SH U9 Eagles vs Somerset College: Our U9 boys went to play our friendly neighbours, Somerset 
College on the beautiful Taberer field. Our captain of the day, Matthew Angus, won the toss and elected 
to field. We restricted Somerset College to 56 runs for 3 wickets with Stefan Smit taking a beautiful 
caught-and-bowled to steer us in the right direction. The pick of the bowlers were Robert Terheijden 
with 2 wickets for 2 runs. Matthew Angus contributed with a lovely catch off Robert's Bowling. 
 
Our boys took to the crease with one thing in mind, to reach the target set. There was great batting 
from all our players but the pick of the batters was Corey Wessels with 12 runs, Harry Ryder scoring 
10 runs and our Man of the Match, Robert Terheijden with 13 runs. The team managed to score a total 
of 79.  Somerset House won by 23 runs. Well done Boys, we are proud of you! 
 

CRICKET 



Big Bash 
On Saturday we hosted the Big Bash Tournament. This format is an exciting format which encourages 
the players to score runs and hit the ball straight.  
 
Report from the 1st XI Coach: “Our players had a good start against Generations, while still adjusting 
to the unique format. Our next game proved to be tougher as players tried too much to adjust to the 
length of the deliveries. Through some fortunate events, we found ourselves in the final against SWPS. 
All our batsmen contributed with the bat, but credit must go to Cameron Angus for his stellar 
performance, with some clever placements, he managed to set us up for a very defendable score. Our 
4 boys, Andrew McMeeking, Liam Hughes, Ross Wille and Cameron Angus finished the day as winners 
of the competition.  Well done, Boys! 
 
We played four matches, winning 2, drawing 1 and losing 1. We scored 78 runs in total. 

Opposition Result Top Run Scorer 

Generations Won by 27 runs Ross Wille 9 runs 

Hendrik Louw Tie Cameron Angus 5 runs 

SWPS Lost by 8 runs Liam Hughes 7 runs 

Beaumont Won by 14 runs Cameron Angus 13 runs 

Final vs SWPS Won by 12 runs Cameron Angus & Ross Wille 10 runs 
 

    
 

 
 

  



 
The Grade 000s enjoyed many 
integrated activities this week 
involving their 5 senses.  The 
Ladybirds made their own musical 
shakers out of toilet paper rolls, and 
they experimented with many 
textures while making a collage.  
They designed their own glasses 
and went on a nature walk around 
our beautiful campus looking for and 
feeling the different textures of the 
acorns, leaves, sticks and little 
stones they found on their way.  
They stopped to lie under the big 
oak trees and listened to the sounds 
around them.  The Ladybirds also 
loved listening to the story, 'We're 
going on a lion hunt', while acting 
out the sounds of grass swooshing, 

mud squelching and feet running.   Theme work in preschool is such a wonderful way for young children 
to learn about themselves and their surroundings.  It gives them opportunities to integrate many skills 
while working cooperatively with their friends.   
 

   
 

   
 

       

LEARNING ABOUT OUR SENSES 



 
 

TENNIS MATCH RESULTS: THURSDAY 17th FEBRUARY 2022 

Team Opposition Score Comment 

Girls  
U11 

Beaumont  4 - 2 

It was definitely one for the books. The girls all had a chance to 
play against fair competition and have fun while doing it. It is such 
a pleasure to watch our U11 girls play as they love the sport, and 
they always give their best. This was a particularly special game 
as a few of the girls were friends with the Beaumont team.  

Boys  
U11 

Lochnerhof 2 - 4 

A boys’ side that is truly special to watch – they always give of 
their best and work so hard for a win. If we have any tennis 
fanatics, this truly is a group of boys you want to watch play. They 
gave their best against some of the strongest individual players in 
the Western Cape tennis team, with one of the Lochnerhof boys 
ranked 2nd. His SSH competitor gave him a real run for his money. 
I am so proud of the boys. 

Girls  
U14 A 

Somerset 
College 

2 - 4 

The U14 girls played superb tennis against Somerset College in 
hot, windy conditions. Somerset House was represented by 
Isabella Herbertson, Ava-Loren Van Galen, Gillian Rank and 
Rebecca Plewman who all demonstrated determination and great 
sportsmanship throughout the match. 
Well done to Isabella Herbertson for winning her singles match. 
Keep up the great effort girls! 

Boys  
U14 A 

BYE 

Boys  
U14 B 

Beaumont 2 - 4 

Carl Schaefer, Liam Hughes, Kyle Frehse and Aiden Burger put 
up a great fight against Beaumont. Despite losing the matches, 
these boys remained positive throughout and gave it their all. 
They displayed excellent sportsmanship on the court and were 
seen encouraging and supporting their teammates. Well done to 
all the boys for a great afternoon of tennis. Special mention goes 
to Liam Hughes who won his singles match convincingly and Carl 
Schaefer and Liam Hughes who won their doubles match against 
some stiff competition.  

 

 
On Thursday afternoon our swimmers had the opportunity to participate in the Potgieter Gala at 
Somerset West Primary School.  We are grateful for this event as it allows our swimmers who were 
placed 3rd, 4th & 5th at our Championship Gala, the opportunity to participate in Individual Races & 
Relays.  Our swimmers swam exceptionally well with us earning 44 first places, 36 second places and 
28 third places.  Well done to all our swimmers, and special thanks to Somerset West Primary for a 
lovely afternoon and gala. 
 

  

TENNIS  

POTGIETER GALA 



   
 

   
 

   
 

    
 

    
 

    
 

  



 
The Grade 2s have spent some time practising 
their Maths skills – whole numbers on the new 
Mathletics programme – and they created a 
balance scale to display in the classroom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

     
 

     
 

     

GRADE 2 MATHS SKILLS 



 
Data handling can be so much fun when 
you get to take a look at all the different 
eye colours in the classroom. Our Grade 
3s took some time to investigate their 
fellow class mates eyes and then log 
their findings into a tally chart. Making 
use of the tally chart, we transferred our 
data into bar graphs and then came up 
with some awesome questions about 
the data we had collected. The children 
loved the activity so much, they asked if 
we could take a look at hair colour next 
time! 
 
 
 

 

    
 

    
 

    
 

DATA HANDLING 



 
 You can’t pour from an empty cup. It’s time to focus on 
mental health and living your best life.   
 
The Learning Support Centre at Somerset House 
acknowledges and understands how much every staff 
member gives of themselves, daily, to allow others to 
flourish and thrive. This often comes as a cost to one’s own 
mental, emotional, and physical health. In lieu of the above, 
we are offering a variety of staff wellness sessions. The aim 

is for staff to have an opportunity to pause, breathe, connect, play, learn and love. The results of these 
sessions are hoped to be shared and role modelled to the children. Every session will equip the staff 
with a skill, tool, or knowledge to impart onto a child, and in doing so, teach them too, how to fill their 
cup. This week our session was called ‘stress away’ making your own aromatherapy putty. We 
engaged the tactile and olfactory senses, learnt about essential oils and how to reduce stress in adults 
and children.  Next week its ‘mind your breath’. A breathwork session to activate calm, focus and flow. 
Each week a new, creative, exciting and easy means to fill your cup.   
 

    
 

 

 
Grade 1 are learning a new maths concept known as Bubble Sums. The children had great fun thinking 
of different number sentences while using their counters. What a great way to learn MATHS! 
 

    
 

    
 

STAFF WELLNESS 

BUBBLE SUMS! 



 
Grade 7 have been learning about angiosperms. Today we looked at and dissected flowers to learn 
more about the parts of the plant that are used for sexual reproduction in angiosperms. Each group 
chose their own flower to dissect. They had to identify the sepals, petals, stamens and pistil, make a 
large, clear, labelled diagram of the flower and describe the parts of the flower. 
 

    
 

 
 
My Favourite Food 

• Eating MacDonalds on a Saturday is my favourite treat. The burgers are so delicious. The lettuce is 
so crunchy, the patty is so juicy and the bun is so soft. The cheese melts in my mouth. The chips 
are so good, they have just the right amount of salt and they are so crunchy. I can’t wait for the next 
time I go to MacDonalds to have my next meal. (Faith Stonga 4C) 
 

• Delightful, juicy, stringy pasta! My favourite food is pasta. I absolutely crave pasta. It’s so juicy, the 
mince has delicious sauce with amazing blood red tomatoes. The delicious toppings melt on my 
tongue, it’s just so juicy! I love to twirl my pasta and slurp it up. The best restaurant to go to for this 
juicy amazing pasta is Gino’s. When I eat pasta, it reminds me of my gran. My mom says we are 
going to my gran tonight so I can’t wait to get there! (Kate Bands 4C) 

 

• My favourite food is pizza because I love how crispy it is. I love the avo on top of it and I love how 
excited I get to see how all the cheese has melted and how the mushrooms are stuck on top and 
the thin slices of ham. The best is when you small the pizza in the big oven. The taste just melts in 
my mouth and makes me feel warm and fuzzy on the inside. It makes me feel excited about the next 
bite! That’s why I love it. (Amelia Benvenuti 4T) 

 

• My favourite food is salmon roses. The amazing salmon with sticky rice and creamy mayonnaise. 
They look like food from heaven. My favourite place to have salmon roses is from SooShe. Salmon 
roses are a delicious bomb of amazement. (Jamie Saunders 4T) 

 
Descriptive Monsters 

• Let me introduce you to the big, hairy, fluffy monster…Garfield. He has crusty toes and a stripey 
nose, pointy tusks and enormous paws. Don’t worry he won’t bite you, neither will he try to fight you. 
This fluffy guy has a spotty tail and in an eating contest against him you will fail. (Johan Geldenhuys 
4C) 

 

• This is a wonderful, kind and lonely monster. Her name is Rose. She is a big hairy monster. She’s 
very fluffy, that’s why she’s great for hugs! She has got beautiful blue eyes and her fur is orange. 
She has got a wonderful small, spotty tail and tiny feet and an enormous yellow tummy. She lives in 
Hug-a lot-Ville. (Emma van Wyk 4T) 

 
 
 

ANGIOSPERMS! 

GRADE 4 CREATIVE WRITING 



 
Die Graad 2's het hul drieletterwoorde geoefen deur legkaarte 
te bou. In Graad 3 het die kinders in groepe gewerk en 
lewensgrootte liggame geskep te help om hul woordeskat vir 
die liggaamsdele te leer. Ons leer speel speel. Spel gee 
kinders die geleentheid om spraak- en taalvaardighede sowel 
as luistervaardighede te ontwikkel. 
 
 
 

 

   
 

  
 

   
 

AFRIKAANS IS HOPE PRET! 



 
International Mathematics Assessment for Schools (IMAS) is a world class mathematics assessment 
test for middle primary, upper primary and lower junior secondary students. The test is organized by 
the IMAS Executive Council. Pupils are required to write two rounds and based on their performance; 
they are selected to represent South Africa at an international maths competition. This year we are 
proud to report that two of our Grade 6 pupils, Olivia Castleden and Nicholas Roberts-Meyer have 
chosen to be part of this prestigious event. They started the process in December 2021 and have been 
attending online sessions to prepare them for the event. We wish them well on this experience! 
 

  

INTERNATION MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT 


